PROMISE AND LAW
The Scout Promise
On my honor
I promise to do my best
To do my duty to God and to the Republic of Singapore.
To help other people and
To keep the Scout Law.

I promise that I will do my best
- Promise must be something which you must be able to keep.
- No one expects you to always succeed, but success will only comes when
you have put in your best. Always put in your best effort in everything
you do.

To do my duty to God and to the Republic of Singapore
- Duty means something you have to do.
- Even when the most brainy people in the world cannot prove that
something does not exist

To help other people and …
- Training in not being selfish.
- Always ready to help whether in uniform or not.
- A good turn does not really count if you are more concerned about what
you will get out of it.

To keep the Scout Law.
- Five parts of the Scout Law
- To be trust-worthy
- To be loyal to our country, troop, etc.
- To be friendly to all
- To be disciplined and considerate
- To face difficulties in a courageous manner.

Obeying or Keeping them is not enough. Be doers of your word

The Scout Law
A Scout is to be trusted.
A Scout is loyal.
A Scout makes friends, establishes and maintains harmonious relations.
A Scout is disciplined and considerate.
A Scout has courage in all difficulties.

A Scout is to be trusted.
- A person who can be relied upon to carry out his duties faithfully.
- Through his personal bearing and conduct he is able to win the trust and
confidence of others.

Question to ask yourself
- If you say you will do something, is it ‘as good as done’? (So Do what
you say)
- Can people trust what you say?
A Scout is loyal.
- Loyalty means choosing something and sticking to it.
- Loyalty to your Home, to your friends, to Community in which you live,
to your Scout Unit, to your Nation.
A Scout makes friends, establishes and maintains harmonious relations.
- Enlarge your circles of friends with local as well as foreign Scouts.
- Make good friends, appreciate good friends and maintain good friendship.
- Making friends by thinking about what they would like rather than what
you want.

A Scout is disciplined and considerate.
- Discipline means able to differentiate between what constitutes
orderliness and what is unruliness.
- Discipline Scout
- Accepts praise without swollen-headed.
- Receives correction without any bitterness.
- Acknowledges success with humility
- Accept defeat with equal grace.
- Considerate Scout
- Considerate in their thoughts, Speech and Actions towards others.
- By not leaving a trail of litter wherever you go.
- By not hurting others’ heart with what you speak.

A Scout has courage in all difficulties.
- Not going to give up easily but will always try very hard to overcome
them.
- Find help from your Scout and Scout Leader if the problem is too big.

Scout Vision
Each Scout a gentleman, clean in thought, word and deed who strives to be a
servant leader

Important Rules
1)

A scout leaves a place the same or better than before.

2)

Have a sense of urgency.

3)

Be considerate and think of others

